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INTRODUCTION 
 
This note refers to one of 5 initial meetings held in March 2022 on each of the 5 action themes contained in 
the Community Action Plan.  This meeting was about the Outdoors and Nature action area.  More detail about 
that action area can be found in the full Community Action Plan on www.communityfuture.net.   
 
The Community Life action area had 4 priorities.  Each has a separate section below. 
 
 
1 PLAYPARKS  
 
1.1 Land and sites – to assist with the Community Action Plan’s aim of good quality playparks in each 

community, SFCT is currently getting valuations for land that could be potential be used for playparks or 
other community uses in the future, with a view to putting in expressions of interest for land acquisition 
– in order to make sure sites are available for the future.  This includes the flat field at Inverfarigaig and 
the woodland area between the Wildside and the road.  

 
1.2 Whilst noting that buying land is a liability as well as an asset and be mindful of not buying too much 

land when existing projects need to be completed, it was discussed whether SFCT should also look at: 
• Little knoll next to proposed Riverside car parking in Foyers? (currently owned by campsite, could be 

used for something like a workshop or a playpark) 
• Dalcrag – acquisition of a small area of F&LS land would give could give better access to woodlands / 

rangers (nice location, but noted that it was blocked off because of antisocial behaviour/mess) 
 
1.3 Gorthleck - the Communities Housing trust has access to land and is thinking of a community housing 

scheme, which it would like to include other community uses.  This could include a playpark.  The 
location is also being considered as part of road/footway improvements in Gorthleck. 

 
1.4 Upper Foyers - The Community Council and the Council are looking into better access to Upper Foyers 

playpark for pedestrians / disabled access, installation of seating etc.  
 



1.5 Whitebridge - the Wildside is planning on having a small play area - that might provide a play park in 
Whitebridge. 

 
1.6 Discussion needed with the Council on playparks, because they are responsible for play park provision 

too. 
 
 
2 PATHS AND PLACES 
 
2.1 Lots of other organisations are already doing things around paths and community rangers.  For 

example, Wade Bridge at Whitebridge has recently received funding from SFCT for repairs, justified 
against the Community Action Plan. 

 
2.2 First step - audit: 

• Encompass paths and places, heritage, community rangers and community woodland – all are very 
closely linked.  

• Identify what path networks and heritage the area already has and its condition (suggestion from 
Community Action Plan working group in May 2021). 

• Map sensitive nature sites so that they are taken account of in planning path networks and 
investment. 

• Identify what is already happening - by the Council, Forestry and Land Scotland, community groups 
like the Heritage Group and SFCT).   

• Identify potential areas for investment and focus (suggestion from Community Action Plan working 
group in May 2021). 

• Need to agree who should take the lead and co-ordinate. 
• Work with the Council, F&LS and other partners to influence what they do. 

 
 
3 COMMUNITY WOODLAND  
 
3.1 Inverfarigaig forest school site is being considered by SFCT for potential Community Asset Transfer 

from F&LS.  To progress, the project needs a specific community benefit and an organisation to take it 
forward. 

 
3.2 Community woodland concept more generally – potential first steps: 

1. Establish how many people there are locally to take it forward (only 3 non-SFCT volunteers in this 
meeting!), local capacity, how much land is needed, what to use it for. This might be a project for 
the longer term once there is more momentum on other smaller projects (like the Loch Ness Trail, 
which was put in at a very basic spec and then get bigger and more popular) 
OR 

2. Ask F&LS for a small area of land to test out on a trial basis – SFCT could initially co-ordinate with 
volunteer support if available.  This enable a small demonstrator scheme to build from, e.g. 
community firewood cutting/drying, wood carving and heritage by the slipway where the SFCT 
woodland needs thinning anyway or on F&LS hardstanding in Glenlia which could be fenced and 
would be ideal for drying wood.  A trial scheme like this would enable the community to see 
whether the widespread aspiration of free firewood is actually practical and workable, given the 
need for qualified people etc.  Noted that Sharon has done some work on places to store firewood 
during COVID. 
AND/OR 

3. Approach F&LS informally to ask how to go about scavenging for waste wood (e.g. hiring a lorry, 
finding somewhere to dry the wood, and costing the exercise; Ken offered to help).  Need to check 
with SFCT funders if there is a tension with supporting alternative sources of fuel. 

 
 
[continued overleaf] 
 



 
4 COMMUNITY RANGERS 
 
4.1 SFCT has had initial discussions with F&LS / Council about the Community Action Plan proposal (year 

round community ranger service with enforcement / maintenance / educational / co-ordination roles 
too). 

 
4.2 Lots of other organisations are already doing things around paths and community rangers. 
 
4.3 Bushcraft sessions from the Wildside – Steve had offered to run them in the past but the idea wasn’t 

taken up.  Still keen to do them if there is support. 
 
 
OTHER POINTS 
 
It was agreed that another meeting would be useful to continue the discussion. 


